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This paper explores the proliferation of apocalyptic images in representations of

war on the Eastern Front in World War I by examining two different kinds of sources:

official German propaganda and unofficial testimonials of natives in German-occupied

territories. The point at which the images of these sources intersect is a shared and

growing apocalyptic imagination in a time of "total war", as radical new policies became

"thinkable" in the East, both to military occupiers and subject civilians. German

propaganda first highlighted the devastation of East Prussia by Russian armies to lend

credence to claims of a defensive war. Once in control of enemy territory in the Baltic

region after 1915, German sources depicted Russian scorched earth policies in those lost

areas, contrasting them with orderly German military administration. Ordinary German

soldiers' accounts and the creations of military artists complemented these themes,

exemplifying their ubiquity. Popular sources from Lithuanian natives reveal another

perspective. This paper examines particular rumors which circulated among natives

concerning Russian scorched earth policy and, afterwards, the plans of the German

military government: expected devastation, population transfers, and brutalities against

civilians, including murder. While it is often difficult to make out what basis in fact these

rumors may have, their apocalyptic language and premonitions of violence and

displacement make them instructive sources, as yet little exploited by historians, for

revealing the state of popular psychology among occupied populations. This inquiry

outlines the contrasting political uses of such apocalyptic imagery, during the war and in

its aftermath, while also showing how war expanded the mental horizons of the possible

to include frightful new policies in Eastern Europe.

After war broke out in summer of 1914 and Imperial German armies invaded



Belgium and France to implement the Schlieffen Plan for a knockout blow in the west,

Germany in turn faced incursions from the East. Russian armies, mobilizing more quickly

than German planners had anticipated, moved on East Prussia to aid their French and

British allies (Solzhenitsyn's August 1914 portrays this episode). Germany's eastern

frontiers had deliberately been left lightly defended to shift as many troops as possible to

the west, in a calculated risk. In practice, however, German officials panicked as Russian

armies occupied border regions and an unplanned evacuation of threatened areas began;

withdrawal behind the Vistula was held in prospect. Refugee convoys tangled with

German troops on the march. At the titanic battles of Tannenberg (Aug. 26-30, 1914;

named with an eye to redeeming the defeat of Tannenberg in 1410) and the Masurian

Lakes (Sept. 5-15, 1914), generals von Hindenburg and Ludendorff were credited with

enormous victories, elevating them to the status of national heroes, veritable gods of war

(and eventually to the position of military dictators). In particular they were hailed as

saviors of East Prussia. But in October of 1914, as German armies struck towards Poland,

Russian forces once again moved onto German territory in East Prussia. Older German

historical sources claim that some 350,000 Germans fled this renewed onslaught, in a

well-organized evacuation program which shuttled refugees to westerly areas. The

Russians were finally expelled in the harrowing Winter Battle of Masuria (Feb. 7-21,

1915).

Two thirds of East Prussia had been held by Russian forces in the war's only

occupation of Reich territory. Earlier histories (after World War II) presented this as a

mixed picture of order and disorder: "the Russians acted in contrasting ways in East

Prussia." (Gause, 78). While acknowledging that some troops held to strict discipline,

these accounts also painted a picture of abuses against civilians, citing nearly 1,500

civilian deaths and charges of espionage against innocent citizens. These older accounts

also assert that Russian armies deported thousands of civilians as they retreated

("verschleppten"), citing figures of 13,700 deported to the Volga and Siberia (including

4,000 women and over 2,500 children) of whom 8,300 survivors returned to Germany

after the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in 1918. These accounts also cite "arbitrary or planned

plundering and arson" by Russian troops, destroying 39 cities and 1,900 villages. A basic

history of Germany in the 1970s formulated it thus: "Kosakische Reiterregimenter



standen, die Greuel von 1945 fast völlig vorwegnehmend, in ostpreussischen Städten"

(Freund, 931). It must be noted that more recently Immanuel Geiss has questioned the

accuracy of popular images of mass atrocities, so that a final synthesis must yet be

awaited (Geiss, 18). By contrast, I would like to investigate here how this experience was

rendered in propaganda, as apocalyptic representations were put to political uses.

These opening salvoes of World War I in Germany's East were traumatic, a

trauma further reinforced and deliberately cultivated by German propaganda efforts

which continued through the war. East Prussia's ordeal seemed to support official claims

that Germany was fighting a defensive war, an argument essential to the social truce of

1914. Appeals for aid to refugees underscored the notion of an embattled Germany united

in a defiant, cohesive Burgfrieden. In the rhetoric of German "Ideas of 1914", Kultur was

contrasted with a supposed onrushing tide of Slavic barbarism from the East. These

images simply gave more concrete form to fears of the "Russian steamroller" which had

been current in Germany over the last two decades, conjuring nightmare scenes of waves

of bloodthirsty Cossacks and giant peasant soldiers bearing down on Berlin (in fact, this

was but one side of a "mutual terror" which had developed between Russia and Germany,

earlier conservative allies, now fearing each other's intentions and dreading surprise

attack).

In other ways, however, the images used in presenting and popularizing these

themes seem markedly new and vivid. Photographs, drawings, and paintings depicting

the start of the war in East Prussia concentrate on masses of people, ruins, and death, in a

cycle of images of a piece with proliferating apocalyptic tropes in the First World War.

The propaganda images first showed masses of Russian invaders and masses of

German refugees in flight. The Russian army's elemental invasion of German territory

was represented in images of overwhelming waves of Cossack troops. A painting by

Ungewitter entitled "The Cossack Break-In in East Prussia" is dominated by a line of

onrushing bearded horsemen armed with lances bearing down on the viewer.

(Lindenberg, opp. 64). The occupation itself was memorialized in photographs showing

parades of massed Tsarist troops in town squares of East Prussia. The counterpart to these

masses of foreign troops were images of mass flight and crowds of refugees. Photographs

showed convoys of civilians "Fleeing from the Russians" as well as herds of animals



being driven west over the Vistula bridge (both in Lindenberg, 121). These images were

heightened and reworked in drawings of refugee treks. One by Prof. Rabes, entitled "All

Flee! The Russians Are Here!" depicts a burning settlement in the distance, with a

streaming crowd of women, children, and the aged in the foreground, some with mouths

open in screams (Lindenberg, 163). Similarly, another drawing shows a roaring firestorm

consuming a village as refugees huddle in the foreground (Lindenberg, 82). Other

drawings simply depicted houses on fire, labeled "The Russians Were Here!"

(Lindenberg, 147).

The trope used to define the Russian occupation itself was that of ruins, chaos,

and filth. Such images played up common earlier German stereotypes of the East's

disorder, the supposed "cultural gradient", and its chaotic essence. A common theme in

photographs was that of savagely destroyed interiors of houses, a defiled domesticity

which captions ascribed to Russian forces as typical behavior: "A home destroyed by the

Russians in East Prussia" (Lindenberg, 120). Another showed a smashed study with a

scattered library and upended piano, which the captioned labeled: "How the Russians

Behaved!" (Lindenberg, 162). Other images showed ruins of houses and municipal

buildings such as train stations, violations of earlier civic order, occasionally also

showing homeless refugees grieving among the ruins (Lindenberg, 123, 132, 165). More

desolate ruins were shown in other dead landscapes, unpeopled, to illustrate the

depopulation of wartorn areas. In "Road Through the Moor", only flights of crows can be

seen around the deserted ruins of an isolated house (Lindenberg, 166). "After the Russian

Invasion" shows a town square framed by burnt shells of buildings, enlivened only by a

refugee convoy (Lindenberg, 167).

Images which depict the area immediately after the Russian retreat already

include a deliberate emphasis on reconstruction, by implication contrasting with the

destruction wrought by the invader. An especially odd trope is telling: photographs show

liberated cities and towns with neat, open streets already cleared of rubble and debris,

while all around loom towering ruins of buildings and lone chimney stacks. The

suggestion of this juxtaposition is plainly that German reconstruction has begun

following Russian destruction (Lindenberg, 103, 108; Foerster, 112, 118, 120). This

representation was also taken up in drawings, as in "Neidenburg After the Russian



Invasion" (Lindenberg, 105). An appeal to religious faith was made in the painting, "East

Prussia After the Russian Days of Terror: The First Service In the Destroyed Church of

Lyck" (Lindenberg, opp. 32). Such images were given an additional charge when Russian

prisoners were shown doing the reconstruction, as in the photo "Captured Russians at

Clearing-Work in Destroyed Goldap" (Foerster, 121).

A notable variation on the theme of masses of people was the linking of masses

and death and battle. Propaganda emphasized the scale of the victory at Tannenberg by

photographs of the masses of prisoners taken in the conflict, counted as 90,000 (and an

estimated 30,000 killed). This was followed by another 125,000 Russian casualties at the

Masurian Lakes, where, according to propaganda, crowds of panicked soldiers had been

pushed into the waters and drowned in retreat. At the later Winter Battle of Masuria, an

estimated 100,000 Russians were killed and 90,000 captured. Such staggering numbers

were emphasized and amplified. Propaganda photos showed soldiers surrendering or

trains of dispirited prisoners in the thousands being led away into captivity, or displayed

as they moved through the market of Insterburg, through Prussian cities where they had

earlier paraded (Foerster, 110; Lindenberg, 109, 137, 139). An aerial photograph shows a

muddy winter landscape covered with formations of 15,000 POWs in Augustow

(Lindenberg, 203) in overwhelming numbers. Ludwig Dettmann's painting "Procession of

Captured Russians Through Insterburg's Marketplace" showed crowds of prisoners with

indistinct faces (Dettmann, plate 19). These images of teeming multitudes are closely

placed to images of mass death. "On the Battlefield of Tannenberg" shows heaps of the

fallen dead, apparently of both sides (Foerster, 116). Other photographs realistically

depict masses of bodies in a ditch, labeled "Fallen Russians Outside Hohenstein"

(Lindenberg, 107). Photographs of the fighting on Russian territory from 1915 on also

prominently feature dead Russian soldiers hanging over fortifications with captions such

as "As far as the eye could see lay black clumps, wounded or dead Russians" (Foerster,

405-410, 213). Mass graves of Russian soldiers are also shown at Tannenberg: "Here 25

Russians are Buried!" (Lindenberg, 106). These masses were steadily dehumanized, as

historian Golo Mann very perceptively noted of Tannenberg and other Eastern victories

of 1914-1915, "Here one heard for the first time of the huge numbers, the 100,000, the

250,000 killed and captured enemies; now, for young and old, pictures appeared of the



Russians--lost, dead, drowning, thrown into the air without head or limbs. The public

spirit hardened quickly" (Mann, 599). Other collections of paintings by military artists

also showed trenches crammed with Russian dead (Dettmann, plates 23, 25).

 Images of German dead lying out in the open are by contrast very rare. In the

most common propaganda, photographs of German dead were used to charge Russian

forces with brutality  against civilians. A terrifying photograph entitled, "A Civilian

Killed by the Russians" shows a darkened corpse lying face down among ruins, naked

from above the knees, trousers torn away (Foerster, 121). Cycles of drawings underline

these charges as well, as in a drawing of a refugee corpse next to an overturned wagon

and a wandering horse: "The Russians Came Through Here!" (Lindenberg, 146). Another

drawing shows a birch-fenced mass grave with the inscription, "Here rest 12 German

citizens ... shot by the Russians in August 1914" (Lindenberg, 119).

The apocalyptic connection of mass death is also shown in drawings not meant as

realistic depictions, but as symbolically freighted representations. In one from a

collection called From East Prussia's Distress, entitled "Remains of the Battle," the

landscape is barren but for bare, clean bones of horses and perhaps other beings (seeming

to evoke the vision of the prophet Ezekiel), in a swamp-like open space with flights of

crows overhead among darker clouds (Lindenberg, 173). The linkage of mass death is

underlined in another ambivalent picture from the same collection which shows snow and

crows around a hillock with crosses and obscure objects hanging on the crosses, another

dead landscape, with a strikingly strange and paradoxical title: "Lonely Graves in Russia

(Mass Graves)" (Lindenberg, 205). Lonely mass graves and anonymous mass death were

indeed to be crucial attributes of the unfolding Great War, as well as the twentieth

century at large.

These representations took on a different meaning and political significance after

the German "Great Advance" on the Eastern Front from 1915. The army had no plans for

administering these areas (in present day Latvia, Lithuania, and Belarus) and indeed, the

East, its landscapes, and varied peoples, were a world of which they knew little at first

hand. Thus, first impressions were indelible and fateful--soldiers saw lands ravaged by

deliberate Russian "scorched earth policy", which aimed to leave to the occupiers

territories in a state of total disarray, making it harder for the Germans to exploit these



gains. This first encounter with the East shaped the way in which many German soldiers

and officers saw it: as a place where the most terrible acts were thinkable, indeed normal.

The first priority of the German army was to establish "ordered circumstances" behind

the front lines. Yet this very chaos also seemed to offer tantalizing possibilities to the new

military masters, Hindenburg and his quartermaster general, Ludendorff. If the German

army could order, reshape, and develop this land, it would have staked a claim to its

future. Ludendorff and his staff constructed a military utopia here, named the Land Ober

Ost (after the formal title of the Supreme Commander in the East--Oberbefehlshaber

Ost). It was a new form of state, geared to military purposes: a state of the army, by the

army, and for the army, wielding unprecedented control over the resources and

populations of the occupied territory. Such pretensions to complete control presage the

development of total states in the next decades of the 20th century. The German army

hoped to transform the lands and peoples discovered here in the East. The land would be

developed to serve the needs of the army and the German homefront. The many different

ethnic groups encountered here (Lithuanians, Jews, Poles, Belarusians, Russians,

Latvians, Estonians, Tatars, and others) would also be cultivated by the army, which

would act as a cultural mentor and bringer of German advanced civilization.

        To justify such ambitions for Ober Ost, the Administration's official statements,

military newspapers, and guidebooks published for soldiers and visitors presented the

army's work as part of a German cultural mission of bringing Kultur to the East.

According to intellectuals and propagandists, German Kultur, supposedly authentic,

organic, and rooted, faced off against crass and commercial French and Anglo-Saxon

Zivilisation in the West--but here in the wastelands of the East, Germans confronted only

sheer Unkultur.  Administrators seized on the idea of "German Work," which claimed

that German national identity was marked by a genius for organization and a specific

style of work that ordered and shaped. German Work would take the area in hand,

making it over and harnessing the scattered immature energies of the natives, under the

direction of hard masters from outside. As newspapers, reports, and later memoirs from

those who worked in Ober Ost attest, they saw the bringing of order, discipline, and

cleanliness to the East as a crucial part of the civilizing mission of German Work. The

East seemed to them chaotic, unclean, and diseased. The occupied territory was feared,



even as it was exploited. Yet over time, army policies would change the character of the

land and peoples under their control. These views of the occupied East gained wide

currency and can be followed in the writings of ordinary soldiers and officials who served

here (Liulevicius).

 For soldiers on the Eastern Front, their experiences often produced compelling

apocalyptic visions, articulated either as nightmares or more or less plausible surmises of

what the future might hold. The Eastern front-experience could be debilitating. One

official's novel described the oppressive experience of the wide open spaces. Soldiers

depicted in the novel came to hate "the size of the land, which had swallowed them, as a

big fish swallows many smaller ones, and which held them here against their will. Only a

few thought more clearly. But they, too, felt at this hour only a vague, crippling

helplessness, coming from the land and lying on them like fetters, binding them."

(Jungfer, 16-19). The abiding presence of death unnerved another officer, who reflected

coldly in a letter that after seeing dead friends and burned villages, "empty gables torn up

as if by madness, destroyed human habitations, open cadavers and gray heaps of corpses,

fires, foreign, foreign faces pressed to the ground, lying as if branches broken by a

storm", life seemed to have lost its importance: "How the world has changed and become

empty!" (Grautoff, 121-23). Some accounts drew parallels to the devastation of the Thirty

Years War, also known as "The Great War" in its time.

  Such apocalyptic visions of the East were even celebrated in grim poems written

by soldiers for their unit newspapers:

"On the Advance March"

Like a dark gray coat/ The heavy night lowers itself.

Without respite, restless, ever further/ Eastwards we carry the battle.

The smell of burning and rubble and corpses./Pestilence is every pull of breath.

And the jackdaws, hoarsely croaking,/ Reel by in heavy flight.

And with wild greed a vulture/ Breaks out of the dark realm of clouds.

Horror and terror lie/ Over the blood-soaked field.

Let it lie, let it be!/ Battle is battle and war is war!

Cheerful and without respite, restless,/ Eastwards we carry victory.

(Bundesarchiv/Militärarchiv Freiburg i. Br. (BAMA) PHD 8/73, Gefr. Benny Kippes,



"Im Vormarsch," Wacht im Osten. Feldzeitung der Armee-Abteilung Scheffer, no. 440

(13 February 1917)).

The real experience of the Eastern Front here was rendered in mythic form, one part of

the self-understanding of ordinary soldiers. Such images were not negated in official

propaganda, but rather overlaid with the promise that the East was being cultivated and

cleaned through "German Work". Another poem in an army newspaper (by the versifying

Sergeant Max Hamm) made this clear:

"A Look Backwards"

Even still I hear the pounding of heavy steps/ In the rubble of the cities--hear people

pleading.

Villages moaning, condemned to death in flames./ All about my eyes still see the misery,

Which the disgrace of the Russian army inflicted/On their own land, on works of nature!

That, which seemed forever lost, was created anew by--/The German battalions of

Kultur!

Many thousands of hands I see serving duty,/ The German spirit blows through the poor

land;

And new life rises up out of the ruins,/ Which noble mind snatched from decline.

The golden bridge of the future is erected,/ Waiting for the spring, field and meadow

breathe.

We have carried eastwards stone upon stone/ We German pioneers of Kultur!

Here an unshakable grip writes history,/ The sun turns itself back smiling.

The henchmen's misdeed, it came to nothing,/ Upon the desolate ruins there blooms a

new joy.

And even if we leave this land one day,/ Many an imperishable monument shows the

tracks

Which we cleared for ourselves through the dirt of the alleys--/ We German battalions of

Kultur!

(BAMA PHD 8/73, Sergt. Max Hamm, "Ein Rückblick," Wacht im Osten, no. 819 (28

February 1918))



A last image that presented the meaning of occupation policies in the East was an official

trophy commemorating Ober Ost, showing the goddess Victory with a sheaf of harvested

wheat, standing upon a pedestal with a frieze showing a German soldier in a spiked

helmet, with a rifle slung over his shoulder, tying a tree to a stake, to train its growth

(Lindenberg, 266-68). Apocalypse was to give way to a peaceful state of colonial

dominion in the East, once its nature was tamed by German rule.

The political uses of these images were clear. In the case of East Prussia,

apocalypse reinforced official claims that Germany was fighting a defensive war,

cemented the social truce, and mobilized society against the violation of German lands.

In the case of the occupied territories of Ober Ost, apocalyptic images of Russian

scorched earth policy were used to suggest that Russia had thus forfeited these areas,

which were henceforth shown as a set of lands and peoples, "Land und Leute" being

cultivated and transformed. Throughout, propaganda often showed life cheapened by its

ubiquity in masses, dehumanized by the ordeal of total war. Finally, it is significant to

note that these same German propaganda images were reprinted after the war, in

memorial albums. Thus, even after defeat (or especially in this case), these

representations helped shape the constructed memory of the Great War and would

influence Nazi ideology.

      Apocalyptic visions of the future on the Eastern Front had their counterpart in the

experience of natives as well. Natives did not undergo any process of disillusionment, as

in the master narrative of the war in Western Europe, of expectations of heroism

shattered by the realities of modern war. Here, none of the mythologized August

Madness of 1914 was to be seen, but rather from the first a grim foreboding of what war

would mean. In non-Russian borderlands of the Tsarist empire, enthusiasm for imperial

struggle was especially muted. Popular Lithuanian sources claimed that as war began,

portents of disaster appeared in the natural world, "an eclipse of the sun which the people

understood as an omen of the forthcoming destruction of the world and a sign of

misfortune" (Silietis, 7).

The war diary of Lithuanian social activist Petkevicaite-Bite bears abundant

testimony to the psychological strains of the war for civilians, both for the author and her



neighbors. Petkevicaite records in detail the impact of living for months with the sound of

artillery nearby, and traces its enervating effect on ordinary life in these extreme

circumstances, apart from the harsh economic demands on farmers made by the

occupation regime, bringing them to near starvation through exploitative or incompetent

policies. An especially painful feature of this wartime existence for many was forced

separation from family, as some 300,000 were dragooned away or fled in the Russian

army's retreat. Uncertainty about their fate added even more of a psychological burden.

Petkevicaite's diary records the nightmares and nervous waking dreams to which she was

subject. In but one instance, she had walked out during the night into her orchard and saw

in place of trees in the moonlight a terrible near-hallucination: "But those are not apple-

blossoms which are looking at me! They are thousands and thousands of eyes! Living

human eyes! But perishing! The moisture of great tears is trembling yet in them... the

moisture of death... And how much pain... disappointment.... regret?! And this requires

no explanation. Those are all the eyes of those being killed at the fronts" (Petkevicaite,

501). Elsewhere, she more soberly records her fear that the war has no end in sight, as

modern civilization is obliterated.

        Other apocalyptic visions affected the population at large, according to

Petkevicaite's diary. The psychological impact, she states, hit civilian women especially

hard, producing nervous breakdowns and frightening ideas. One farmer woman confided

in her, "ideas have started to crawl into my head, when I grew afraid of the Germans. I

sometimes fear that I might kill my children." (Petkevicaite, 476). On the plane of great

political events, similar pessimism reigned. At the start of the war, farmers in the diarist's

locale were haunted by rumors that retreating Russian officials aimed to empty the entire

region of people (resettling them in Siberia), putting the countryside to the torch, and

leaving only "a Sahara" for the occupiers. Such fears were reinforced by news that

Siauliai was full of "people brought from Prussia, cows, horses" by the Russians, "the

people being transported to the wastes of Siberia" (Petkevicaite, 68). In the aftermath of

the disorganized Russian scorched earth policies, many Lithuanians professed to believe

that the Tsarist regime had deliberately aimed to empty their territory for postwar

colonization by ethnic Russians, intensifying earlier Russification policies. As the war

continued, such possible policies seemed ever more plausible, and rumors now circulated



that the Germans, this time, were preparing similar mass deportations of native civilians

to Germany (Petkevicaite, 469). In this instance, the rumors turned out to be groundless,

but their very currency and plausibility for the ordinary population is striking. Such

rumors recur again and again. People repeated that German soldiers had told them, "If we

run, you had better know that we will leave nothing behind here... except perhaps the

sick, the old, and cats" or "After the last to retreat, the infantry, you will see things you

have never witnessed before" (Petkevicaite, 452, 462). When fears that the front would

return died down, new rumors circulated that young men were being rounded up for

deportation (rather than forced labor within the country, which did occur) either to

Germany or to fight at the front, and that they were being measured and weighed in

preparation, as human materiel (Petkevicaite, 564-6). Other rumors in 1916 concerned

deportation of women to Germany (Petkevicaite, 487). In the popular imagination, an age

of mass deportations had dawned. Popular rumors of mass death and apocalyptic images

continued to proliferate. The front in Latvia was supposedly "burned, and the area

between Riga and Mitau as it were carpeted with human bodies... 'If one laid down one

dead man who fell there next to the following one, then there would not be enough land

to stretch them all out,' the traveler said." (Petkevicaite, 405).

        Two other rumors are also instructive, as representations of popular imagination

of war in the East. Natives in the Lithuanian countryside related rumors that German

military transports were moving up to the front, loaded not with real men, but with

"artificial soldiers", life-size "dolls" constructed to look like men to be placed in the

trenches. It was claimed that two such creations had fallen off of a truck in a town

(Petkevicaite, 453).  It is impossible to tell what kernel of true detail (as is often the case)

might account for this rumor, but its symbolic import is suggestive, perhaps expressing a

popular recognition that in this war people had become materiel: replaceable equipment

rather than creatures with innate human dignity. Similarly, in winter 1917 people claimed

they saw "in the train station an entire wagon car filled from floor to ceiling, as if with

logs of firewood, with frozen German soldiers. One of them even had his rifle in his

frozen hand at his side" (Petkevicaite, 612).

A final example recorded by Petkevicaite is even more harrowing. Rumors

circulated that five hundred native women had been diagnosed with venereal disease as a



result of fraternizing with German troops, and that, unable to cure them, "the Germans

are burning alive women who have thus been infected. In Vilnius they take them out of

the city, while in Panevezys at the end of Ukmerge street, by the banks of the Nevezis

river, they dig ditches, push the infected women into the ditches, pour fuel over them and

set them on fire. It is said that the shrieking of those condemned to death, their crying, is

inexpressible. They crawl along on their knees, trying to embrace the legs of the

Germans... but nothing helps." Skeptically, the diarist recorded that she could not tell if

this were true or not, yet added, "but in those times, every injustice, every hurt is

possible... so... If priests have the right to bless weapons with which brothers go to kill

brothers, perhaps a new ethic has appeared for doctors, allowing them to sweep harmful

individuals out of the world." (Petkevicaite, 540-41). No evidence, however, exists to

support this terrible rumor. These apocalyptic observations and Petkevicaite's

unintentionally prescient anticipation of later horrors of systematized, medically

supervised mass murder later in this century reflect how the brutalizing experience of the

Great War made unheard of enormities seem plausible in Eastern Europe as well.

Just as for the Germans, these native representations of apocalyptic images on the

Eastern Front had their political uses. For Petkevicaite, they validated her own pacifism,

populist socialism, and urged a program of Lithuanian independence. In the nationalist

literatures of the Baltic states, the war's ordeal was emphasized to argue that all outside

powers had lost their claims to these lands because of their wartime abuses, that the

victimization of the native peoples was a warrant for nothing less than full independence.

After the war, Lithuanian cartoons depicted the occupation as a desolate landscape of

burned villages and towns, with a floating grim reaper flying overhead in a shroud,

carrying a sickle. (Silietis, 51, 146, 177). In the nationalist narrative, national rebirth,

following the apocalypse of the Great War and the Wars of Independence that followed

in Eastern Europe, endowed the sacrifices of World War I with redemptive meaning, in

stark contrast to the bitterness and incommensurability of memory and mourning in

Western Europe.

The recourse to images of apocalypse in representations of the Eastern Front in



World War I had a dual function. On the one hand it expressed and gave form to the

anticipated horrors of this vast conflict, especially its quality of total war shattering

civilian lives, as earlier precedents of organized cruelty seemed amplified by technology

and the forces of modernity. On the other hand, apocalyptic representations could also

have political uses, pointing to radically different futures for the territories swept by war.

In this case as well, as Jay Winter has argued, "the apocalyptic imagination speaks in a

language halfway between hope and despair" (Winter, 171). What is further remarkable

about the images considered here is their premonition or anticipation of a coming age of

deportations and murder of masses. The former would be realized in the Baltics by

Stalin's mass deportations to Siberia beginning in 1941 and then resumed after the

Second World War. The Nazi program of genocide against the Jews culminated the Nazi

pursuit of a "barbarous utopia" of the future, especially in the East (Burleigh and

Wippermann). In a dreadful and murderous irony, it seems a characteristic attribute of the

twentieth century that its violent course could outpace even the most nightmarish visions

of ordinary individuals, overwhelming personal resolves and commitments, in a fearful

dialectic.
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